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Time, Speed and Distance (TSD) is one of the most 

frequently occurring topics in quantitative aptitude 

section of many competitive exams. Competitive 

exams are all about time. If you manage your time 

well then you can get success in those exams. Here 

Time and Distance shortcuts are explained with 

examples which would surely help you to do the 

problems with speed and accuracy. 

#1: Basic Concepts of Time, Speed and Distance 

Speed =Distance/Time 

Time =Distance/Speed 

Distance = Speed x Time 

To convert km/hr to m/sec 

x km/hr =>x  * (5/18) m/sec 

To convert m/sec to km/hr 

y m/sec = y * (18/5) km/hr 

If the ratios of the speeds of A and B is a :b, then the 

ratio of the times taken to cover the same distance 

is (1/a) :(1/b) or b:a 

 

#2: Finding out the Average Speed when Equal 

Distances are covered at Different Speeds 

Lot of us make mistakes in calculation of average 

speed when the same distance is covered at 

different speeds.  We simply take the average of the 

given speeds. However, that gives absolutely wrong 

answer. So now get ready to find out what will give 

you the correct solution. 

Theorem: If a certain distance is covered at x km/hr 

and the same distance is covered at y km/hr, then 

Average speed =[2xy/(x+y)] km/hr 

This is basically harmonic mean of the two speeds, 

i.e. 2/(1/x+1/y) 

Example – If a car travels at 40 km/hr on a trip and 

at 60 km/hr on return trip. What is its average 

speed for the entire trip? 

First thing we should be careful is we shouldn’t just 

average the 2 speeds. Overall average speed is not 

(S1+S2)/2.  From the above direct formula the 

answer will be 

Solution: (2x40x60)/(40+60) = 48 km/hr 

If we’ve to find the average of more than 2 speeds, 

average speed will be the harmonic mean of all such 

speeds 

N / (1/a + 1/b + 1/c + 1/d) 

Here N = 4, i.e. the number of variables (speeds in 

this case) 

#3: Finding out the Distance when Equal Distances 

Covered at Different Speeds and Total Journey Time 

is given 

Theorem: A person goes to a destination at a speed 

of S1 km/hr and returns to his place at a speed of S2 

km/hr, if he takes T hours, then 

One way distance = Total time taken x (Product of 

two speeds) / (Addition of two speeds) 

= T * {S1*S2/(S1+S2)} 

Example: A boy goes to school at a speed of 3 km/hr 

and returns to village at 2 km/hr. If he takes 5 

hours, what is the distance between the school and 

the village? 

Solution: Distance between school and village is 5 * 

(3*2) / (3+2)=6 km 
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#4.1: Finding out the Distance when Equal Distances 

Covered at Different Speeds 

Theorem: A person goes to a destination at a speed 

of S1 km/hr and returns to his place at a speed of S2 

km/hr, if he takes T1 and T2  hours respectively, 

then 

One way distance = Total time taken x (Product of 

two speeds) / (Addition of two speeds) 

= (T1 – T2) * {S1*S2/(S1-S2)} 

#4.2: Shortcut for “Early and Late to Office” Type 

Problems 

The same shortcut used above can be used in these 

type of problems. Here you go – 

Theorem: A person covers a certain distance having 

an average speed of x km/hr, he is late by x1 hours 

but with a speed of y km/hr, he reaches his 

destination y1 hours earlier, hence 

Required distance = Product of two speeds x 

Difference between arrival times/Difference of two 

speeds 

Example: A man covers a certain distance between 

his house and office on bike. Having an average 

speed of 30 km/hr, he is late by 10 minutes. 

However, with a speed of 40 km/hr, he reaches his 

office 5 minutes earlier. Find the distance between 

his house and office? 

In the above case, the required distance = 

(30×40)x0.25/(40-30) =  30 km 

Please note: 10+5 = 15 minutes = 15/60 hours = 0.25 

hours 

Now since you know few time, speed and distance 

shortcuts, let’s try this time and speed puzzle 

 

#5: Finding Speed or Time Required after Crossing 

Each Other 

Theorem: If two persons or trains A and B start their 

journey at the same time from two points P and Q 

towards each other and after crossing each other 

they take a and b hours in reaching Q and P 

respectively, then 

 

Using this relationship you can find out the missing 

variables which can be either speed or time. Once 

these are known you can easily find the distance. 

Example: Two, trains, one from Howrah to Patna and 

the other from Patna to Howrah, start 

simultaneously. After they meet, the trains reach 

their destinations after 9 hours and 16 hours 

respectively. The ratio of their speeds is: 

Solution: using the above relationship, the ratio of 

their speed is √16/√9 = 4/3 or 4:3 

Time And Distance Concepts  

(Q1)Sriya with her family travelled from Bolpur to Suri 

by car at a speed of 40 km/hr and returned to Bolpur at 

a speed of 50 km/hr.The average speed for the whole 

journey is. 

                                          त              

   40 km/hr      त       औ                       50 

km/hr      त                    |              औ त   त 

  त      ? 

(a)  km/h       (b) 45km/h       (c)  km/h       (d) 

44.78 km/h 

Solution-: Method-1 
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[Note : Total Distance means         त      ई      + 

       त      ई            d +d             |] 

Method-2 

 

Method-3 

 

[Note – L.C.M of 40, 50 = 200.           40, and 50 

   L.C.M                 त     त          ई         

Assume                Assume   त    त              
         Number divisible    40 औ   50    | Time= 

Distance/Speed so Time=200/40=5 hr and 

Time=200/50=4 hr] 

 

[Note: Total Distance means         त      ई      + 

       त      ई            2                     | 
Exam                Method-3    prefer    |] 

(Q2)A train runs from Howrah to Bandel at an average 

speed of 20km/hr and returns at an average speed of 30 

km/hr. The average speed(in km/hr) of the train in the 

whole journey is. 

                          त  20 km/hr    औ त   त    
  त     औ  30 km/hr    औ त   त          त     त  
उ                          औ त   त   त      ? 

(a)20 km/hr      (b)22.5 km/hr      (c)24 km/hr      (d)25 

km/hr 

Solution: 

 

 

(Q3)A man travels a distance of 24 km at 60 km/hr. 

Another distance of 24 km at 40 km/hr. His average 

speed for the whole journey is. 

       त 24 km         60 km/hr           त      

    24 km         40 km/hr             त     त  उ    
             औ त       त      ? 

(a)48 km/hr      (b)60 km/hr      (c)45 km/hr      (d)50 

km/hr 

Solution: Method-1 
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Method-2 

 

 

(Q4)A man travels a distance of 24km at 6 km/hr. 

Another distance of 24km at 8 km/hr and a third 

distance of 24km at 12 km/hr. His average speed for the 

whole journey is. 

        24km         6 km/hr          ,        

24km         8km/hr           त      त     24km    
        12km/hr           त    त     |                  

उ    औ त        | 
(a)8 km/hr      (b)9 km/ hr      (c)8.75 km/hr      (d)10 

km/hr 

Solution: 

Fig.-1 

 

[Note: Fig.-1 only for Concept] 

 

 

(Q5)A person travels four equal distances of 3km each 

at a speed of 10 km/hr, 20 km/hr, 30 km/hr and 60 

km/hr respectively. Find his average speed for the whole 

journey is. 

       त 3km                          : 10 km/hr, 

20 km/hr, 30 km/hr औ  60 km/hr      त    त    त     
त  उ                 औ त       त      ? 

(a)18 km/hr      (b)25km/hr      (c)21 

km/hr      (d)20km/hr 

Solution: 

Fig.-1 

 

[Note: Fig.-1 only for Concept] 
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 (Q1)A boy rides his bicycle 10 km at an average speed 

of 12 km/hr and again Travels 12 km at an average 

speed of 10 km/hr. his average speed for the entire trip is 

approximately. 

                       10 km         12 km/hr    
  त    त    त     त       12 km         10 km/hr    
  त    त    त     |              उ    औ त   त      

  त      ? 

(a)10.4 km/hr      (b)10.8 km/hr      (3)11 

km/hr      (d)12.2 km/hr 

Solution: 

 

 

(Q2)A man completes 30 km of a journey at the speed of 

6 km/hr and the remaining 40 km of the journey in 5 

hours. His average speed for the whole journey is. 

       त 30                        6km/hr        

   त       40                     5                त     
                 उ    औ त           ? 

(a)7 km/hr      (b)7.25 km/hr      (c)8 km/hr      (d)7.5 

km/hr 

Solution: 

 

 

(Q3)One-third of a certain journey is covered at a rate of 

40 km/hr one-fourth at the rate of 30 km/hr and the rest 

at 25 km/hr. The average speed for the whole journey is. 

        त         1/3     40 km/hr          , 1/4     

30 km/hr           औ      25 km/hr           त  

  त     त               औ त           ? 

(a)35 km/hr      (b)33 km/hr      (c)30 km/hr      (d)34 

km.hr 

Solution: 

[Concept-     Mathematics            question    
fraction    औ        assume          त           
               denominator    L.C.M, Assume     

    Number           |    question    denominator 3 

and 4          L.C.M 12   त     त        12    
multiple        Assume       त     | Note:         
calculation easy         त     question    speed 2 digit 

               त     Distance     3 digit     assume    

   |] 

Let distance=120km 

Now, 120× ¹/3=40km, 120×¼=30km 

Rest=120-70=50 km 

 

 

(Q4)A person covers 40% distance at a speed of 40 

km/hr and 30% distance at a speed of 30 km/hr and the 

rest distance at a speed of 15 km/hr. Find his average 
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speed in the whole journey. 

       त 40%            40 km/hr      त    त    त  
   औ  30%            30 km/hr      त    त    त     औ  

            15km/hr      त    त    त     त               
उ    औ त   त        ? 

(a)22 km/hr      (b)28 km/hr      (c)25 km/hr      (d)30 

km/hr 

Solution: 

Let Distance=100 km 

100    40%=40 km , 100    30%=30 km 

Rest=100-70=30 km 

 

 

(Q1)A boy goes to his school from his house at a speed 

of 3 km/hr and returns at a speed of 2 km/hr. if he takes 

5 hours in going and coming, then the distance between 

his house and school is? 

                        3 km/hr             त     
त            2km/hr           त     |        -        
       5               त    , त       औ  उ          
               ? 

(a)6 km      (b)5.5 km      (c)5 km      (d)6.5 km 

Solution: Method-1 

 

[Time = Distance/Speed] 

 

Method-2 

 

(Q2)A man travelled A certain distance by train at the 

rate of 25 km/hr and walked back at the rate of 4 km/hr. 

if the whole journey took 5 hours 48 minutes, the 

distance was. 

         त    25 km/hr                             
              त     त                     4 km/hr    
                 त     |        -        उ       

    5      48            , त          | 
(a)25 km      (2)30 km      (3)20 km     (4)15 km 

Solution: Method-1 

 

[Time = Distance/Speed] 

 

[Note: Time=5 hr 48 minutes = 5×(48/60)hour = 29/5 

hour] 

Method-2 
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  (Q1)Walking at a speed of 5 km/hr, a man reaches his 

office 6 minutes late. walking at 6 km/hr he reaches 

there 2 minutes early. The distance of his office is. 

5 km/hr      त                   त              6 

                  त     |        6 km/hr      त        त  
   2                   त     | त , उ                    
  त      ? 

(a)3km      (b)4km      (c)3.5 km      (d)2km 

Solution: Method-1 

 

Explation:[Let distance = d km.suppose    d km         
           त   त    त          उ      त    T hour 

  त    | now,    उ      त    speed 5 km/hr   त     त  
   6 minutes late         त     त  Time=(T+6/60)hour 

     | [Note-6 minutes    hour    change             
      60    divide             ] Again    उ      त 

   speed 6 km/hr   त     त     2 minutes before          

  त     त  Time=(T-2/60)hour       |] 

 

Method-2 

[Note: Find Time difference 

           late        त     त                        

  त     त  Time difference=late(l)+before(b) 

             late         त     त  Time difference=(l-l)  

                       त     त  Time difference=(b-b)] 

Time difference = 6+2=8 minutes =8/60 hours 

 

(Q2)When a person cycled at 10 km/hr he arrived at his 

office 6 minutes late. He arrived 6 minutes early when 

he increased his speed by 2 km per hour. The distance of 

his office from the starting place is. 

       त 10 km/hr      त                      
        6                     |    उ           त 2 

km/hr औ        , त     6                     | उ  

    त            औ  उ                               
      ? 

(a)6km      (b)7 km      (c)12 km      (d)16 km 

Solution: Method-1 
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Method-2 

Time difference = 6+6=12 minutes =12/60 hours 

 

(Q3)If a train runs at 70 km/hr, it reaches its destination 

late by 12 minutes. But if it runs at 80 km/hr, it is late by 

3 minutes. The correct time to cover the journey is. 

               70 km/hr      त      त     त          
  त   त  12                   त     |    त         80 

km/hr      त      त     त     3                   त     | 
        त                         ? 

(a)58 minutes      (b)2 hours      (c)1 hours      (d)59 

minutes 

Solution: Method-1 

 

 

Method-2 

         late           so, Time difference=(l-l) 

Time difference=12-3=9 minutes=9/60 hours 

 

 (Q1)Aman when increasing his speed from 24 km/hr to 

30 km/hr. He takes 1 hour less than the usual time to 

cover a certain distance. what is distance usually 

covered by Aman? 
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                   24 km/hr          30km/hr    

  त     त             त         त             त    

                        त     त                 त   
     त      ई? 

(a)120km      (b)240km      (c)400km      (d)60 km 

Solution: Method-1 

 

 

Method-2 

 

(Q2)Mohan when increasing his speed from 30 km/hr to 

40 km/hr. He takes 2 hours less than the usual time to 

cover a certain distance. what is distance usually 

covered by Mohan? 

                    30km/hr          40km/hr    

  त     त             त         त             त    

       2               त     त                  त   
     त      ई? 

(a)120 km      (b)160 km      (c)240 km     (d)300km 

Solution: 

 

 (Q1)A person covers a distance of 840 km with a 

constant speed when he increases a speed by 10 km/hr. 

He takes 2 hours less time find the original speed. 

       त 840                               त   त    
त    त                  त    10            त      
      त     त     2               त     त  उ          त 

      ? 

(a)50km/hr      (b)60km/hr      (c)90 km/hr      (d)120 

km/hr 

Solution: 

 

Take value of X from option 

x=60 

Then, 

=> 4200 = 60x(60+10) 

=>4200 = 4200 

Ans-60km/hr 

(Q2)An aeroplane started its journey half hour late to 

cover a distance of 1500 km on time it increases its 

speed by 250 km/hr find its original speed. 

  ई    ई                                       त     
1500                                                  
       त    250km/hr          त  उ          त     
  ? 

(a)650km/hr      (b)750 

km/hr      (c)600km/hr      (d)700km/hr 

Solution: 
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Take value of X from option 

x=750 

Then, 

=> 750000 = 750x(750+250) 

=>750000 = 750000 

Ans-750km/hr 

 (Q1)A man walks A certain distance in certain time. if 

he had gone 3 km per hour faster, he would have taken 

1 hour less than the scheduled time. if he had gone 2km 

per hour slower, he would have been 1 hours longer on 

the road. The distance is. 

       त                     त    त    |        3 

           त      त         त  त  उ          त        
1           त |        2            त               
  त  त  उ                         त  त         त   
  ? 

(a)60km      (b)45km      (c)65km      (d)80km 

Solution: 

Case-1 

 

[Explation: suppose उ      त    speed S km/hr   |   

उ      त    speed S km/hr    त  Point-B त          
suppose T hr   त     |            speed S km/hr    
      S+3 km/hr      त     त  Point-B त          
Time=T-1      | Time Diff.=T-(T-1)=1, S1-S2=S-

(S+3)=3] 

 

Case-2 

 

 

 

Put the value of S in Eqn.-1 

12x(12+3)=3D 

∴ D=60km Ans. 

Method-2 

 

  

(Q2)A car travels from P to Q at a constant speed. If its 

speed were increased by 10 km/hr it would have been 

taken one hour lesser to cover the distance. It would 

have taken further 45 minutes lesser if the speed was 

further increased by 10 km/hr. The distance between the 

two places is? 

            ‘P’    ‘Q’ त        त   त      त     
           त 10            त                 त  उ   
        त          1           त            उ      त 
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     10               औ             त  उ           त  

           45             औ       त      त       

                            त     ? 

(a)540km      (b)420 km      (c)600km      (d)620km 

Solution: 

 

 (Q1)Walking at 3/4 of his usual speed, a man covers a 

certain distance in 2 hours more than the time he takes 

to cover the distance at his usual Speed. The time taken 

by him to cover the distance with his usual speed is. 

  ई     त                     3/4               , 

                                    त        2      
           त     उ                             

  त            ? 

(a)5 hours      (b)7hours      (c)6hours    (d)5.5 hours 

Solution: 

 

Method-2 

 

1unit=2 hours 

3unit=6 hours Ans. 

[Concept-    Distance Constant    त     speed    ratio 

  त     उ    reciprocal time    ratio   त           speed 

औ  time   -         inversely proportional   त     |     
concept    use   त                 solve             |] 

(Q2)By walking at 6/7 of his usual speed, a man reaches 

his office 25 minutes later than his usual time. The 

usual time taken by him to reach his office is. 

                   त    6/7               ,      
                   25                     त  उ    
                                  ? 

(a)2hurs 30 minutes      (b)2hurs 10 minutes     (c)2hurs 

15 minutes      (d)2hurs 25 minutes 

 

Method-2 

 

1unit=25 minutes 

6unit=150 minutes = 2 h 30 min. Ans. 

  

 

Concept Of Relative Speed 

⇒Suppose A and B are two objects and their speeds are 

respectively S1 and S2 moving in the same direction 
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⇒suppose A and B are two objects and their speeds are 

respectively S1 and S2 moving in opposite direction 

 

 

 

 (Q1)A train 300 meters long is running at a speed of 54 

km/hr. In what time will it cross a telephone pole? 

   300                   54            त           त 

     त                                          त   
        ? 

(a)18 seconds      (b)17 seconds      (c)20 

seconds      (d)15 seconds 

Solution: 

 

(Q2)A train traveling at a speed of 30m/sec crosses a 

platform 600 meters long in 30 seconds. The length of 

the train is. 

30     /                  त    ई            600      

                 30                त     त             
    ई   ? 

(a)300 m      (b)120 m      (c)200m     (d)150 m 

Solution: 

 

(Q3)A train 50 meters long passes a platform of length 

100 meters in 10 seconds. The speed of the train in 

metre/second is. 

50                      100                          
10                त     |              त     /           | 
(a)10      (b)50      (c)20      (d)15 

Solution: 

 

(Q4)Two trains of lengths 150 m and 180 m respectively 

are running in opposite directions on parallel tracks. If 

their speed is 50 km/hour and 58 km/hour respectively. 

In what time will they cross each other? 

                        ई    : 150      औ  180      
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       त              त                   |     उ    
  त    : 50            त      औ  58            त 

       , त    त                                  ? 

(a)15 sec.      (b)22 sec.      (c)11 sec.      (d)30 sec. 

Solution: 

 

(Q5)Two trains of equal length are running on parallel 

lines in the same direction at the rate of 46 km/hour and 

36 km/hour. The faster train passes the slower train in 

36 seconds the length of each train is. 

         ई                      त                      
        40            त      औ  36            त 

                        | त                             36 

                    त                      ई   त     ? 

(a)82 m     (b)80 m      (c)72 m      (d)50 m 

Solution: 

 

 (Q1)A train passes a platform 110 m long in 40 seconds 

and a boy standing on the platform in 30 seconds. The 

length of the train is. 

  ई         110                            40          
त   उ                             30              

  त    |                ई   | 
(a)220 m      (b)110 m      (c)330 m      (d)100 m 

Solution: 

   Train platform          त     Then, 
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(Q2)A train passes two bridges of lengths 500 m and 250 

m in 100 seconds and 60 seconds respectively. The 

length of the train is. 

           500      औ  250                           
100       औ  60                त     त                 ई 

  | 
(a)250 m      (b)125 m      (c)300 m      (d)175 m 

Solution: 

   Train 1st bridge          त     Then, 

 

(Q3)A train traveling at uniform speed crosses two 

bridges of lengths 300 m and 240 m in 21 seconds and 

80 seconds respectively. The speed of the train is. 

           300      औ  240                           
21       औ  18                   त     त               त 

      ? 

(a)60 km/hr      (b)72 km/hr      (c)68 km/hr      (d)65 

km/hr 

Solution: 

   Train 1st bridge           त     Then, 

 

Second Method: 

 

  (Q1)A train passes two persons walking in the same 

direction at a speed of 3 km/hour and 5 km/hour 

respectively in 10 seconds and 11 seconds respectively. 

The speed of the train is. 

                                3            त      
त   5            त           त                  त   
                    10       त   11                त  
  |              त  त    | 
(a)25km/hr      (b)27km/hr      (c)24km/hr      (d)30km/hr 

Solution: 

Let the speed of train = x km/hr 

Relative speed of 1st Person = (x-3)km/hr 

Relative speed of 2nd Person = (x-5)km/hr 
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[Concept-     ई Train      Pole        त        

  त     त              ई             distance त    त  
   |] 
Note:    Question          Train          त          

  त     so Train    length equal(i.e distance)     | 
Now, 

 

Method-2 

When train crosses 1st person in the same direction 

then, 

Relative speed of 1st Person = (x-3)km/hr 

 

[Note:    Question          Train          त          

  त     so Train    length equal     |] 
Now, 

⇒(x-3)×10/60 = (x-5)×11/60 

⇒10x – 30 = 11x – 55 

x = 25 km/hr Ans. 

Method-3 

 

(Q2)A train passes two persons walking in opposite 

direction at a speed of 5 m/second and 10 m/second 

respectively in 6 seconds and 5 seconds respectively. 

Find the length of the train is. 

                     त              5        त 

      त   10        त            त              
    त                       6       औ  5          
      त    |                ई  त    | 
(a)140 metres      (b)150 metres      (c)180 

metres      (d)160 metres 

Solution: 

Let the speed of train = x m/sec 

Relative speed of 1st Person = (x+5)m/sec 

Relative speed of 2nd Person = (x+10)m/sec 

[Concept-     ई Train      Pole        त        

  त     त              ई             distance त    त  
   |] 
[Note:    Question          Train          त          

  त     so Train    length equal(i.e distance)     |] 
Now, 

 

Method-2 

When train crosses 1st person in opposite direction then, 

Relative speed of 1st Person = (x+5)m/sec 
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[Note:    Question          Train          त          

  त     so Train    length equal      or speed    equal 

     |    question    train    length           त  
      train    speed    equal         |] 
Now, 

 

Method-3 

 

Relative speed = (x+5)m/sec=(20+5)=25m/sec. 

Length of train=25×6=150 m 

(Q3)A train passes two persons walking in the same 

direction at a speed of 4 km/hour and 5 km/hour 

respectively in 10 seconds and 12 seconds respectively. 

Find the length of the train. 

                                4            त      
त   5            त           त                  त   
                    10       औ  12                त  

  |                ई  त   | 
(a)50/3 meters      (b)60 meters      (c)30 meters      (d)25 

meters 

Solution: 

[Note:Let the speed of train = x km/hr 

Relative speed of 1st Person = (x-4)km/hr 

Relative speed of 2nd Person = (x-5)km/hr] 

 

Relative speed = (x-4)Km/hr=(10-

4)=6km/hr=6×(5/18).=5/3 m/sec. 

The length of train=(5/3)×10=50/3 m Ans. 

 (Q1)The speed of Two trains in the ratio 3:4 and 

moving on parallel tracks but in opposite directions.If 

both crosses a pole in 3 seconds then in how much time 

they will cross each other. 

                        3:4         त      ,     त  

              त                     |                  
                       3         त       त             

                  ? 

(a)3 sec.      (b)5 sec.      (c)7 sec.      (d)8 sec. 

Solution: 

Distance traveled by 1st train=3×3=9m(i.e Length of 

train because      ई Train      Pole        त        

  त     त              ई             distance त    त  
   |) 
Distance traveled by 2nd train=3×4=12m 

[Note:     ई Train      Platform, bridge औ  Train 

         त     त              ई       -    उ  

Platform, bridge औ  Train        ई          Distance 

त    त    |] 
Total distance=9 + 12 =21 m 
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Relative Speed=4 + 3=7 m/sec 

Crossing Time=21/7 = 3 sec. Ans 

(Q2)The speed of Two trains in the ratio 7:9 and moving 

on parallel tracks but in same directions.If both crosses 

a pole in 4 seconds and 6 seconds then in how much 

time they will cross each other. 

                        7:9         त       ,    त  

                                                      

                    4 sec.त   6 sec    त       त          
                     ? 

(a)37 sec.      (b)36 sec.      (c)41 sec.      (d)43 sec. 

Solution: 

Distance traveled by 1st train=7×4=28m(i.e Length of 

train because      ई Train      Pole        त        

  त     त              ई             distance त    त  
   |) 
Distance traveled by 2nd train=9×6=54m 

[Note:     ई Train      Platform, bridge औ  Train 

         त     त              ई       -    उ  

Platform, bridge औ  Train        ई          Distance 

त    त    |] 
Total distance=28 + 54 =82 m 

Relative Speed=9 – 7=2 m/sec 

Crossing Time=82/2 = 41 sec. Ans 

 (Q1)Two trains of equal length take 10 seconds and 15 

seconds respectively to cross a Telephone pole. If the 

length of each train is 120 m. In what time will they 

cross Each Other traveling in opposite direction? 

         ई                                            
10       त   15                त     |                   
       ई 120        , त       त             त         
  -           त                    ? 

(a)10 sec.      (b)12 sec.      (c)16 sec.      (d)15 sec. 

Solution: 

Distance traveled by 1st train=120m(i.e Length of train 

because      ई Train      Pole        त          त  
   त              ई             distance त    त     |) 
Distance traveled by 2nd train=120m 

Speed of 1st Train=120/10=12m/sec. 

The speed of 2nd Train=120/15=8m/sec. 

Relative speed in opposite direction=12+8=20m/sec 

Total distance=120+120=240m 

Crossing time=240/20 =12 sec. Ans. 

(Q2)Two trains running in opposite direction Cross a 

man standing on the platform in 27 seconds and 17 

seconds respectively and they cross each other in 23 

seconds. The ratio of their speeds is. 

                   त             त    ई                 
           त        27       त   17              

  त               trains             23              

  त    | त                      त         त       ? 

(a)4:3      (b)2:3      (c)3:2      (d)6:4 

Solution: 

Let the speed of 1st train=x m/sec. 

The speed of 2nd train=y m/sec. 

Relative speed=(x + y)m/sec. 

Distance(i.e Length of 1st Train) traveled by 1st 

train=27x 

Distance(i.e Length of 2nd Train) traveled by 2nd 

train=17y 

 

By Allegation Method: 

 

 (Q1)The ratio of the length of two trains 4:3 and the 

ratio of their speeds are 6:5.The ratio of time taken by 

them to cross a pole is. 

                    ई           त 4:3 त   उ         
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        त 6:5    |त                           उ          
                     त   ? 

(a)11:8      (b)5:6      (c)20:18      (d)27:16 

Solution: 

Let the length of 1st and 2nd trains are 

respectively=4x,3x 

Speed of 1st and 2nd trains are respectively=6y,5y 

Time is taken by 1st train to cross the pole=Total 

distance/speed=4x/6y 

(Note: takenTotal distance=Length of train because    

  ई Train      Pole        त          त     त     

         ई             distance त    त     |) 
Time is taken by 2nd train to cross the pole=Total 

distance/speed 

              =3x/5y 

Ratio of their time=(4x/6y):(3x/5y) 

                                     =20:18 Ans. 

Method-2 

 

The ratio of time to cross a pole=20:18 Ans. 

(Q2)The ratio of the length of two trains 5:3 and the 

ratio of their speed are 6:5. The ratio of time taken by 

them to cross a pole is. 

                    ई           त 5:3 त   उ         
        त 6:5    |त                           उ          
                     त   ? 

(a)5:6      (b)27:16      (c)25:18      (d)11:8 

Solution: 

Let the length of 1st and 2nd trains are 

respectively=5x,3x 

Speed of 1st and 2nd trains are respectively=6y,5y 

Time is taken by 1st train to cross the pole=Total 

distance/speed 

                          =5x/6y 

(Note: takenTotal distance=Length of train because    

  ई Train      Pole        त          त     त     

         ई             distance त    त     |) 
Time is taken by 2nd train to cross the pole=Total 

distance/speed 

                =3x/5y 

Ratio of their time=(5x/6y):(3x/5y) 

                                     =25:18 Ans. 

Method-2 

 

The ratio of time to cross a pole=25:18 Ans. 

  

 

Suppose point A           X km/hr    speed    point B 

                    point B           Y Km/hr         

   point A    औ           त             -               
                      त          point C              
                  | 
Note:             car                  त         त    
        Time same      i.e      त          

reference of time          | Reference time    त         
       point A           9:00            त  point B    
       9:00              | 

(Q)Two trains start at the same time from Aligarh and 

Delhi and proceed towards each other at the rate of 14 

km and 21 km per hour respectively. When they meet, it 

is found that one train has traveled 70 kilometers more 

than the other. The distance between two stations is. 

                                 औ                
14            त      औ  21            त         
  त                             त                       
   त     त      त    त        उ                        
              70                          त       
                            ? 

(a)300 km      (b)210 km      (c)350 km      (d)140 km 
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Solution: 

 

[Exp-     Delhi       Train Aligarh    त             
   meeting point त             D Km Distance त        
and    Train Aligarh    Delhi                    

Meeting Point त             (D+70) Km Distance त     
  |] 

Now, 

 

Total distance between two stations=D+(D+70) 

                                                                        =2D+70 

                                                                        =350 km 

Ans. 

Second Method: 

 

Let the trains meet each other after x hr 

so, distance traveled by 1st train in x hr=14x 

    distance traveled by 2nd train in x hr=21x 

Distance between Delhi and Aligarh=14x+21x=35x 

now, 

        21x-14x=70 

                    x=10 

so, they meet after 10 hr. 

Distance between Delhi and Aligarh=35x 

                                                                        =35×10 

                                                                        =350 Km 

Ans. 

(2)A and B are 20 km apart A can walk at an average 

speed of 4 km/hr and B at 6 km/hr. If they start walking 

towards each other at 7 a.m. when they will meet? 

A औ  B 20                    | A 4            त      
औ     6            त           त         त    |     

     त  7:00                               त     त     

         ? 

(a)9.00 a.m      (b)8.30 a.m      (c)10.00 a.m      (d)8.00 

a.m 

Solution: 

 

 

Second method: 

 

Let they are meeting each other after x hr. 

So, distance travelled by A in x hr=4x 

distance travelled by B in x hr=6x 

Now, 

       4x+6x=20 

                 x=2 hr 

Meeting time=7am+2hr 

                          =9:00 am Ans. 
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(3)Two places P and Q are 162 km apart. A train leaves 

P for Q and simultaneously another train leaves Q for P. 

They meet at the end of 6 hours. If the former train 

travels 8 km/hr faster than the other, then speed of the 

train from Q is. 

        P औ  Q             162                       | 
        P    Q                त     औ  उ          

         Q    P                त    | 6           त       
                त    |                                  8 

           त      त     त    , त  Q                   
     त       ? 

 

Solution: 

 

According to the question, 

The train meet each other after 6 hours 

So, distance travelled by 1st train in 6 hours=(x+8)×6 

Km 

distance travelled by 2nd train in 6 hrs=x×6 Km 

Now, 

(x+8)×6+6x=162 

6x+48+6x=162 

x=19/2=9 ½ Ans. 

(4)A train A start from Delhi at 4 p.m. and reaches 

Ghaziabad at 5 p.m. While another train B start from 

Ghaziabad at 4 p.m. and reaches Delhi at 5:30 P.M. The 

two trains will cross each other at? 

       A     4:00                त     त             

    5:00          त    |                B     4:00     
               त               5:30          त          
      -           त                   ? 

(a)4:40 pm      (b) 4:45 pm      (c)4:36 pm      (d)4:30 pm 

Solution: 

 

Second Method: 

 

(5)Two trains A and B start from Howrah to Patna and 

from Patna to Howrah respectively. After passing Each 

Other they take 4 hours 48 minutes and 3 hours 20 

minutes to reach Patna and Howrah respectively if A is 

moving at 45 km per hour, the speed of B is. 

              A औ  B       औ                    औ  

                                      त    |   -

                                   4      48      औ  3      
20                औ                         त    |     
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                        45            त           त    
          त                  त       ? 

(a)64.8 km/hr      (b)45 km/hr      (c)60 km/hr      (d)54 

km/hr 

Solution: 

 

 (1)P and Q are 27 km away. Two trains with speed of 24 

km/hr and 18 km/hr respectively start simultaneously 

from P and Q and travel in the same direction. They 

meet at a point R beyond Q. Distance QR is. 

P त   Q, 27                        |                   
24            त      त   18            त           त 

          P त   Q      त     औ                     
  त    | त      ,        Q                 R       त     
त  QR           त     ? 

(a)48 km      (2)81 km      (c)36 km      (d)126 km 

Solution: 

 

 

Time And Distance: Meeting Point Concept for 

Competitive Exams Type-6.2 

 

Suppose Train A 10 am           त   Train B 11 am    
               त    meeting point                     
Train    Reference of Time same           | Train A 1 

hour त                     Point A’    11:00     
        |    त           Train    Reference of time 

same       | 
Now,  

  

(1)The distance between two cities A and B is 330 km. A 

train starts from A at 8 a.m. and travels towards B at 60 

km/hr. Another train starts from B at 9 a.m. and travels 

towards A at 75 km/hr. At what time do they meet. 

        A औ  B                330             |   

       , A    B    औ    त  8:00     60            त 

          त      त     औ                   B    A    

  त  9:00    , 75            त           त      त    | 
          त             | 
(a)11:30 am      (b)10 am      (c)10:30 am      (d)11 am 

Solution: 
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(2)A train leaves a station A at 7 a.m. and reaches 

another station B at 11 a.m. another train leaves B at 8 

a.m. and reaches A at 11:30 a.m. The two trains cross 

one another at. 

                 A      त  7:00             त     औ  

            B      त  11:00             त    |          
              B      त  8:00             त     औ    त  
11:30           A            त    |                त   
      -                  ? 

(a)9:00 am      (b)9:24 am      (c)8.56 am      (d)8.36 am 

Solution: 
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Time Speed & Distance 

Questions 

Q1. A man covers X km in t hours at S km/hr; 

another man covers X/2 km in 2t hours at R 

km/hr. Then the ratio S:R equals 

a) 4:1  

b) 2:1  

c) 1:4  

d) 1:2 

Q2. If a cyclist starts at 7 km/hr and he 

increases his speed in every 3 hours by 1 km/hr 

then the time taken by the cyclist to cover 113 

km is: 

a) 27/2 hours  

b) 20/3 hours  

c) 12 hours  

d) 13 hours 

Q3. A bike rider starts at 60 km/hr and he 

increases his speed in every 2 hours by 3 km/hr. 

Then the maximum distance covered by him in 

24 hours is: 

a) 1000km  

b) 918km  

c) 899 km  

d) none of these 

Q4. A car starts at 10 am with a speed of 50 

km/hr. Due to the problem in engine it reduces 

its speed as 10 km/hr for every 2 hours. After 11 

am, the time taken to covers 10 km is: 

a) 12 minutes and 10 seconds 

b) 15 minutes and 09 seconds 

c) 13 minutes and 20 seconds 

d) none of these 

Q5. A person crosses a 600 m long street in 5 

minutes. What is his speed in km per hour? 

a) 3.6  

b) 7.2 

c) 8.4  

d) 10 

Q6. If a person walks at 14 km/hr instead of 10 

km/hr, he would have walked 20 km more. The 

actual distance travelled by him is: 

a) 50km 

b) 56km 

c) 70km 

d) 80km 

Q7. A train can travel 50% faster than a car. 

Both start from point A at the same time and 

reach point B 75 kms away from A at the same 

time. On the way, however, the train lost about 

12.5 minutes while stopping at the stations. The 

speed of the car is: 

a) 100kmph 

b) 110kmph 

c) 120kmph 

d) 130kmph 

Q8. Excluding stoppages, the speed of a bus is 

54 kmph and including stoppages, it is 45 kmph. 

For how many minutes does the bus stop per 

hour? 

a) 9 

b) 10 

c) 12 

d) 20 

Q9. An aeroplane covers a certain distance at a 

speed of 240 kmph in 5 hours. To cover the 

same distance in  
 

 
 hours, it must travel at a 

speed of: 
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a) 300kmph 

b) 360kmph 

c) 600kmph 

d) 720kmph 

Q10. A person travels equal distances with 

speed of 3 km/hr, 4 km/hr and 5 km/hr and takes 

a total of 47 minutes. Find the total distance 

a) 3 km 

b) 4 km 

c) 6 km 

d) 9 km 

Q11. In a flight of 600 km, an aircraft was 

slowed down due to bad weather. Its average 

speed for the trip was reduced by 200 km/hr and 

the time of flight increased by 30 minutes. The 

duration of the flight is: 

a) 1 hour 

b) 2 hours 

c) 3 hours 

d) 4 hours 

Q12. A man complete a journey in 10 hours. 

He travels first half of the journey at the rate 

of 21 km/hr and second half at the rate of 24 

km/hr. Find the total journey in km. 

a) 220 km 

b) 224 km 

c) 230 km 

d) 234 km 

Q13. The ratio between the speeds of two trains 

is 7 : 8. If the second train runs 400 km in 4 

hours, then the speed of the first train is: 

a) 70 km/hr 

b) 75 km/hr 

c) 84 km/hr 

d) 87.5 km/hr 

Q14. A man on tour travels first 160 km at 64 

km/hr and the next 160 km at 80 km/hr. The 

average speed for the first 320 km of the tour 

is: 

a) 35.55 km/hr 

b) 36 km/hr 

c) 71.11 km.hr 

d) 71 km/hr 

Q15. A car travelling with 
 

 
 of its actual speed 

covers 42 km in 1 hr 40 min 48 sec. Find the 

actual speed of the car 

a)   
 

 
 km/hr 

b)    km/hr 

c)    km/hr 

d)    km/hr 

Q16. A thief is noticed by a policeman from a 

distance of 200 m. The thief starts running and 

the policeman chases him. The thief and the 

policeman run at the rate of 10 km and 11 km 

per hour respectively. What is the distance 

between them after 6 minutes? 

a) 50 meter 

b) 100 meter 

c) 110 meter 

d) None of above 

Q17. Ram and Sham are running a race, Ram 

runs 25% faster than Sham and is able to allow 

Sham a lead of 7 meters to end a race in dead 

heat. Find the distance of the race. 

a) 32 meters 

b) 35 meters 

c) 39 meters 

d) 40.5 meters 
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Q18. How long will a boy take to run round a 

square field of side 35 metres, if he runs at the 

rate of 9 km/hr ? 

a) 50 sec 

b) 52 sec 

c) 54 sec 

d) 56 sec 

Q19. The ratio between the speeds of two trains 

is 7 : 8. If the second train runs 400 kms in 4 

hours, then the speed of the first train is : 

a) 70 km/hr 

b) 75 km/hr 

c) 84 km/hr 

d) 87.5 km/hr 

Q20. A truck covers a distance of 550 metres in 

1 minute whereas a bus covers a distance of 33 

kms in 45 minutes. The ratio of their speeds is : 

a) 3:4 

b) 4:3 

c) 3:5 

d) 50:3  
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Solution 

Q1 Option A 

Distance covered by 1st man at S km/hr = X km 

Time taken by him = t hours. 

Therefore, Speed = S = X/t km/hr. 

Distance covered by 2nd man at R km/hr = X/2 

km 

Time taken by him = 2t hours. 

Therefore, Speed = R = (X/2)/2t km/hr = X/4t 

km/hr. 

Required ratio = S:R = X/t : X/4t = 1 : 1/4 = 

4:1. 

 

Q2. Option D 

Initial speed of the cyclist = 7km/hr. 

Distance covered in 1st 3 hours = 7 x 3 = 21 

km. 

After increasing, 1km/hr for every 3 hours 

period, 

Distance covered in 2nd 3 hours period = 8 x 3 

= 24 km. 

Distance covered in 3rd 3 hours period = 9 x 3 

= 27 km. 

Distance covered in 4th 3 hours period = 10 x 3 

= 30 km. 

Total distance covered = 21 + 24 + 27 + 30 = 

102 km. 

Remaining km to cover = 113 - 102 = 11 km. 

Speed in 5th 3 hours period = 11 km/hr. 

Time to cover 13 km at 11km/hr = 11/11 hours 

= 1 hour. 

Now, the total time taken by him for 113 km = 

(3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 1) = 13 hours. 

 

Q3. Option B 

Speed of the rider = 60km/hr. 

Distance covered in 1st 2 hours = 60 km. 

He increased his speed in every 2 hours by 3 

km/hr. 

Distance covered in every 2 hours will be, 60, 

63, 66,... upto 12 terms.(for 24 hours). 

The above series is an A.P series; 

Sum of first n terms = (n/2)(2a+(n-1)d) 

Here, a = 60, d = 3 and n = 12. 

Sum of first 12 terms = (12/2)(2(60)+(11)3) = 

6(120 + 33) = 6(153) = 918. 

Hence, he covers 918 km in 24 hours. 

 

Q4. Option C 

Initial speed of the car = 50km/hr 

Due to engine problem, speed is reduced to 

10km for every 2 hours(i.e., 5 km per hour). 

Speed of the car at 11 am = (50 - 5) = 45km/hr 

Time to cover 10 km at 45 km/hr = 

distance/speed = 10/45 hours. = 2/9 hours 

= 2/9 x 60 minutes = 40/3 minutes = 13 minutes 

+ 1/3 minutes 

= 13 minutes + 1/3 x 60 seconds 

= 13 minutes and 20 seconds. 

 

Q5 Option B 

           
 

Q6 Option A 
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Q7 Option C 

 

 
Q8 Option B 

           

 
Q9 Option D 

 

 
Q10 Option A 

Let the distance be 3x km 

Then 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

  

  
 

            
   

  
 

  

  
 

     

So total distance = 3*1 = 3km 

Q11 Option A 

 

 
Q12 Option B 

  
Q13 Option D 

 

 
Q14 Option C 
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Q15 Option D 

 

 
Q16 Option B 

Relative speed of the thief and policeman = (11 

– 10) km/hr = 1 km/hr 

Distance covered in 6 minutes = 
 

  
   

 

  
 

           

So distance between them after 6 minutes = 200 

– 100 = 100 meters 

 

Q17. Option B 

Important to Note first - Dead Head means - run 

or finish a race at exactly level or at same time. 

 

From question it is clear that Ram runs faster 

than Sham by 25%, 

So if Sham runs 100 meter in a given time then 

Ram will run 125 meter in that time. 

So if Sham runs 4 meter then Ram will run 5 

meter in given time (divide both by 25) 

=> Ram can give Sham a lead of 1 meter in 5 

meter race to finish race in dead heat. 

Ratio of length of start given : length of race :: 

1 : 5 

As per question, start was given of 7 meter, So, 

Length of race was 7 * 5 = 35. 

 

Q18.Option D 

Speed  = 9km/hr = (  
 

  
)m/sec = 

 

 
 m/sec 

Distance =        = 140 m 

Therefore, time taken = (    
 

 
)         

Q19 Option D 

 
Q20.Option A 

Ratio of speeds = (
   

  
 

  

 
)  (

  

  
   )  
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Time Speed & Distance 

Questions Set 2 

 
1. A person covers a certain distance through 

car. Had he moved 8km faster, he can reach the 

place 25 minutes earlier. If he had moved the 4 

km slower, he will reach the same place 25 

minutes later. What is the speed of car? 

(a) 20kmph 

(b) 12kmph 

(c) 16kmph 

(d) 24kmph 

(e) None of these 

2. Kannan covers the distance from his home to 

his office by bike. He travelled at a speed of 

15kmph; he reached the office late by 40 

minutes. So he increased the speed by 3 kmph, 

he reached the office late by 30 minutes. Find 

the distance between the home and his office? 

(a) 20km 

(b) 21km 

(c) 18km 

(d) 15km 

(e) None of these 

3. If train, 75% of its usual speed, crosses the 

platform which is in the length of 450 m, in 18 

seconds and train crosses the pole with its usual 

speed in 12sec. What is the time taken by the 

train to cross tunnel which is in the length of 

500m at a speed of 18kmph? 

(a) 3 minutes 

(b) 3 hr 25 minutes 

(c) 2 hr 15 minutes 

(d) 3 hr 45 minutes 

(e) None of these 

4. A man can cover the distance of 60km in 

6hrs. He covers some distance by foot at the 

average speed of 6kmph and the remaining 

distance by bicycle at the average speed of 

12kmph, What distance would he travel on foot? 

(a) 48km 

(b) 20km 

(c) 36km 

(d) 24km 

(e) None of these 

5. A train leaves from Coimbatore at 7.00a.m to 

Ahmadabad at 11.00a.m. Another train starts 

from Ahmadabad at 9.00 am reaches to Chennai 

12 noon. At what time the two trains cross each 

other(approx)? 

(a) 9.45am 

(b) 10.30am 

(c) 9.51am 

(d) 10am 

(e) None of these 

6. Train A crosses the pole in 45 seconds and 

Train B crosses the same pole in 1min 10 

seconds. The train A length is 2/5 of length of 

train B. What is the ratio of Speed of Train B to 

Train A? 

(a) 28:45 

(b) 45:28 

(c) 9:14 

(d) 14:9 

(e) None of these 

7. A truck covers distance of 294km at a certain 

speed in 7hrs. How much time does car takes? If 

the car travelled 14km/hr more than that of the 

speed of the truck to cover a distance and also 

the car travelled 16km more than that of truck? 

(a) 5 hr 45 min 

(b) 4hr 12 min 

(c) 5hr 32 min 

(d) 6hrs 

(e) None of these 

8. Two cars A and B, started simultaneously 

from the same point in opposite directions, car 

A towards west and car B moves towards East. 
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If speed of car B is 45kmph and after 35 minutes 

they were 65.5 km apart, what is the speed of 

car A?(in Kmph) 

(a) 65.65kmph 

(b) 67.28kmph 

(c) 75kmph 

(d) 71.23kmph 

(e) None of these 

9. Two persons P and R travel from A to B, a 

distance of 78km at 16kmph and 10kmph 

respectively. R reaches B and returns 

immediately and meets P at C. Then, Find the 

distance from A to C. 

(a) 85km 

(b) 96km 

(c) 108km 

(d) 104km 

(e) None of these 

10. An Express train travelled at an average 

speed of 150kmph, which was stopped for 6min 

after every 75km. A Local train travelled at a 

speed of 75 kmph, which was stopped for 2 

minutes for every 37.5km. If both the trains 

started their travel at the same time, how much 

km does the local train travels while the express 

train reached 900km? 

(a) 470.25km 

(b) 520.5km 

(c) 506.25km 

(d) 474.35km 

(e) None of these 

11.A person covers 480km in 8 hrs. He covers 

some distance by car at the average speed of 40 

km/hr and the remaining distance by train at the 

average speed of 70 km/hr. Find the distance 

covered by the car? 

a) 200 km 

b) 250km 

c) 170km 

d) 160km 

e) None of these 

12.A truck starts running at the speed of 48 

km/hr. If the speed of the truck increases 6 km at 

the end of every hour then what will be the 

distance covered at the end of 12 hrs from the 

start of the Journey? 

a) 600km 

b) 550km 

c) 972 km 

d) 700km 

e) None of these 

13.A person travels from A to B at the speed of 

50 km/hr and returns by increasing his speed by 

40%. What is the average speed of both the 

trips? 

a)   
 

 
 hr 

b) 50 hr 

c)   
 

 
 hr 

d) 52 hr 

e) None of these 

14.Moni left for Bangalore from Chennai at 

9.30 am. She travelled at the speed of 60 km/hr 

for 2 hrs 15 mins. After she reduced the speed to 

40 km/hr. If the distance between the 2 cities is 

285 km, at what time did moni reach 

Bangalore? 

a) 2.30 pm 

b) 3.30 pm 

c) 4 pm 

d) 2 pm 

e) None of these 

15.A man takes 8 hours 25 minutes in walking to 

certain place and riding back. He would have 

take 2 hours less by riding both ways. What 

would be the time he would take to walk both 

ways? 

a) 8 hr 25 min 

b) 7 hr 15 min 

c) c) 9 hrs 10 min 

d) d) 8 hr 15 min 
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e) E) None of these 

16.Ragu drove at the speed of 60 km/hr from 

home to a resort. Returning over the same route, 

he got stuck in traffic and took an hour longer, 

also he could drive only at the speed of 50 

km/hr. How many kilometers did he drive each 

way? 

a) 300 km 

b) 450 km 

c) 425 km 

d) 325 km 

e) None of these 

17. The respective ratio between the speeds of a 

bus, a car and jeep is 2:3:5. The speed of jeep is 

250 percent of the speed of the bus which covers 

480 km in 12 hours. What is the average speed 

of car and jeep together? 

a) 75 km/hr 

b) 80 km/hr 

c) 76 km/hr 

d) 72 km/hr 

e) None of these 

18.The ratio between the speed of a train and a 

car is 18:13 respectively. Also, a bus covered a 

distance of 480 kms in 12 hours. The speed of 

the bus is five-ninth the speed of the train. How 

much distance will the car cover in 5 hours? 

a) 260 km 

b) 270 km 

c) c) 290 km 

d) d) 320 km 

e) E) None of these 

19.The speeds of Raj and Ragu are 30 km/hr 

and 40 km/hr respectively. Initially Ragu is at a 

place L and Raj is at a place M. The distance 

between L and M is 650 km. Raj started his 

journey 3 hours earlier than Ragu to meet each 

other. If they meet each other at a place P 

somewhere between L and M, then the distance 

between P and M is? 

a) 310 km 

b) 330km 

c) c) 350 km 

d) d) 325 km 

e) E) None of these 

20.The distance between the two stations 

Chennai and Bangalore is 400 km. A train starts 

at 5 pm from Chennai towards Bangalore at an 

average speed of 50 km/hr. Another train starts 

from Bangalore at 5.15 pm and moves towards 

Chennai at an average speed of 80 km/hr. How 

far from Chennai will they meet and at what 

time? 

a) 161km, 9pm 

b) 120km,7.13pm 

c) 171km,8.13pm 

d) 148.33km,8.13pm 

e) None of these 
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Solution 

 
Q1. Option C 

Differences in Time taken for both movements 

are same here. So, 

Speed = 2* (increased speed)*(decreased 

speed) /difference in speed 

= 2*8*4 /8- 4 

= 2*8*4/4 

= 16kmph 

 

Q2. Option D 

Difference in time taken =40-30= 10min = 

10/60 = 1/6 hr 

Speed during the next journey= 15+3 =18kmph 

So time taken, x/15 –x/18 = 1/6 

3x/ (15*18) =1/6 

X / (5*18) = 1/6 

x = (18*5)/6 

Distance (X) = 15km 

 

Q3 Option C 

Let assume the usual speed of the train X kmph 

Then, 75% of usual speed = 75*x/100 =3x/4 

Now, L /x = 12 

L = 12x 

Again, (L+450) /(3x/4) =18 

12x+450 = 18*(3x/4) 

450+ 12x = 27x/2 

450+12x = 13.5x 

1.5x = 450 

X = 450/1.5 =675m 

Speed = 18*(5/18) = 5m/s; 

Time taken = Distance /Speed = 675/5= 135 

Seconds 

=> 135/60 min = 2 hr 15 min 

 

Q4. Option B 

 
 

Q5 Option C 

Let the distance between Coimbatore and 

Ahmadabad be X 

Speed of first train= x/4 km/h 

Speed of second train =x/3 km/h 

Let they meet y hrs after 7.00am 

Then, according to the question, 

X/4 *y +x/3 * (y-2) =X 

Y/4 +(y-2)/3 =1 

3y+4(y-2) =12 

3y+4y-8 =12 

7y=20 

Y=20/7 

Y =2 hrs 51 min 25 sec 

Two trains cross each other = 7+2.51 = 9.51 

am(approx) 

 

Q6 Option A 

Let the length of train B be X m. 

Then, length train A =2X/5 

Now the speed of train B to that of train A = 

(X/70): (2X/5 /45) 

= (70/x) *(2x/225) 

= 140: 225 = 28:45 

 

Q7 Option C 

Speed of the truck= D/T = 294/7 = 42km/hr 

Now, Speed of car = (Speed of truck +14) km/hr 

= 42+14 = 56km/hr 
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Distance of car = 294+16 = 310 km 

Time Taken = 310/56 = 5hr 32 min 

 

Q8 Option B 

Relative speed = (65.5 /35) *60 = 786/7 kmph 

Speed of A = 786/7 -45 = 471/7 = 67.28 kmph 

 

Q9 Option B 

D=78km; a=16kmph, b=10kmph 

According to the formula, 

Distance travelled by 

R = AC =2D*(a/a+b) 

= 2*78 *(16/ (10+16)) 

= 2*78 *(16/26) 

= 2*78*(8/13) =96km 

 

Q10 Option C 

Express: 

Time taken to cover 75km (including stoppage) 

= 30min+6min =36min 

Time taken to cover the total distance by 

Express= (36/75*825) +36min = 432min 

Local Train: 

Time taken to cover 37.5km (including 

stoppage) = 30min+2min =32min 

In 32min, distance covered =37.5km 

Required total distance = 432*(37.5/32)= 

506.25km 

 

Q11. Option D 

 
Q12. Option C 

48+54+60+….114 

N=12, d=6, a=48(1 no) 

Tn =a+(n-1)d=48+(11*6)=114(last no) 

Total distance=12(48 + 114)/2 

=>972 km 

 

Q13. Option A 

Average speed=2xy/(x+y) = 2*50*70/120=  
 

 
 

km/hr 

 

Q14. Option B 

 
Q15 Option E 

W+R=8 hr 25 min 

2R=6 hr 25 min 

R=3 hr 25/2 min 

W=8 hr 25 min-3 hr 25/2 min 

=>5 hr 25/2 min*2 

=>10 hr 25 min 

 

Q16 Option E 

If Ragu travelled 60 km/hr, he may reach the 

resort at 10 am, In the same way if he travelled 

50 km/hr, he may reach the resort at 11 am. The 

difference is 1 hour. 

x/60-x/50=1 

10x/(60*50)=1 
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X=300 km 

 

Q17 Option B 

The speed ratio is, 

Bus car jeep 

2 : 3 : 5 

Bus’s speed=480/12=40 km/hr 

2’s =40 

1’s=20 

We substituting this, we get 

Car’s speed=60, Jeep’s speed=100 km/hr 

Average speed of car and Jeep=160/2=80 

km/hr 

 

Q18 Option A 

The speed of train and Car is, 

Train car 

18 : 13 

18x 13x 

Bus’s speed=480/12=40 km/hr 

Speed of Bus=5/9*train=5/9*18x=10x 

Car’s speed=13*4=52 km/hr, t=5 hr 

Distance=s*t=52*5=260 km 

 

 

Q19 Option B 

 

 

Q20. Option D 

Travels between 5 pm and 5.15 pm 

The difference is= 15 mins 

So, 50*15/60=12.5 km 

Remaining Distance= 400-12.5=387.5 km 

Relative speed=50+80=130 km/hr 

They meet after=387.5/(80+50)=387.5/130=2 

hrs 58 min(approx) 

Hence they meet at 5.15+2.58=8.13 pm 

Meeting distance=100+48.33=148.33 km 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


